Introduction
Combined or mixed hepatocellular cholangiocarcinoma (cHCC-CC) is a distinct type of primary liver cancer sharing unequivocal phenotypical characteristics of both hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and cholangiocarcinoma (CC).
1,2 It is a rare entity with a variably reported incidence between 0.4% and 14.2% across a number of studies. 1, [3] [4] [5] [6] This is considered to be an underestimation not only due to the diagnostic challenges associated with this malignancy but also due to a previous lack of consensus on the nomenclature. 7 The histogenesis and natural history of this rare malignancy remain elusive; 8 however, the widely accepted origin of cHCC-CC is a common hepatic stem cell. 9, 10 There is conflicting evidence in the existing literature with regard to the epidemiological and clinical features of cHCC-CC. Several studies have suggested similarities to HCC, [11] [12] [13] whereas others related it to CC. 1, 6 There is also growing evidence suggesting that cHCC-CC has intermediate clinical features between HCC and CC, 14 which is also reflected in patient survival outcomes. cHCC-CC displays a rather aggressive behavior and is associated with poorer prognosis compared to HCC and more favorable than CC in patients undergoing liver resection. 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] An accurate perioperative diagnosis is of paramount importance and directs the consequent surgical management of this tumor, with major hepatectomy being the best therapeutic approach. 17, 18 The management of this tumor is hindered by the lack of international guidelines, while the role and indications of liver transplantation (LT) remain equivocal.
Certain histopathological criteria have been established for the definitive diagnosis of cHCC-CC, which require the presence of fully differentiated components of hepatocellular and CC intimately mixed with concurrent evidence of transition zones comprising cells with intermediate morphology. 2 This distinguishes it from HCC and CCs found in the same liver lobe, which represent collision tumors.
Epidemiology and clinical profile
The demographic and clinical profile of combined HCC is not yet fully characterized. Due to the rarity of this malignancy, the majority of data are generated from single-center retrospective studies with relatively small cohort sizes and significant variations in the studied populations. Although risk factors for HCC and CC have been established, this is not the case for cHCC-CC, and this yet remains an elusive matter. 6, 20 The most common risk factors for HCC include liver cirrhosis, infection with hepatotropic viruses such as Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), Hepatitis C virus (HBC) and Hepatitis D virus (HDV), alcoholic liver disease, and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. 21, 22 Risk factors associated with CC involve primary sclerotic cholangitis, liver fluke infestation, hepatolithiasis, and exposure to Thorotrast. 23 A number of studies conducted in Asian patients have demonstrated similarities between cHCC-CC and HCC, which involve strong male predominance, underlying liver cirrhosis, and serologically confirmed hepatitis. 3, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] On the contrary, several studies originating from Western countries supported a resemblance between cHCC-CC and CC with no gender predisposition and absence of hepatitis. 1, 6, 29, 30 To add to the existing ambiguity, other studies have suggested that cHCC-CC has a distinct clinical profile with intermediate characteristics to those of HCC and CC. 3, 14 This inconsistency is further compounded by the previous absence of accurate histological diagnostic criteria for cHCC-CC.
Histogenesis
The histogenesis of cHCC-CC remains elusive and has been a subject of debate. The most prominent hypothesis is that it derives from bipotent hepatic progenitor cells, which are intermediate stem cells capable of undergoing bidirectional differentiation into hepatocytes and bile duct epithelial cells. [31] [32] [33] However, Moeini et al suggested that cHCC-CCs may be derived from more than one cell of origin. They performed gene expression profiling showing a biliary committed precursor for CLC type and a biphenotypic progenitor-like precursor for the classical and other stem cell subtypes. 34 The monoclonal origin of cHCC-CC was supported by Fujii et al 35 
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An update on combined hepatocellular cholangiocarcinoma these tumors share identical allelic loses. 35 On a similar note, another study demonstrated that a primary cell line derived from resected cHCC-CC could differentiate into either HCC or CC by changing the different growth conditions. 36 
Diagnosis

Histopathology and iHC
A definitive diagnosis of cHCC-CC can only be made after histopathological assessment of a representative biopsy. In clinical practice, this may mean that a single pass biopsy results in an incorrect diagnosis due to sampling a nonrepresentative area. Therefore, when a diagnosis of cHCC-CC is suspected, extensive biopsies should be considered to increase diagnostic accuracy. Despite this, diagnosis may not be established until histopathological examination of the resected specimen.
To meet the diagnostic criteria, the sample must show clear evidence of hepatocellular and biliary differentiation with the two types of tumor cells intermingling and transition zones where the cells demonstrate intermediate morphology ( Figure 1) . 2 Patients may have a collision tumor with both HCC and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC), but if there are separate foci of disease with no integration of tumor cells and no transition zones then this does not constitute a true cHCC-CC. Tumors may have a preponderance of either tumor type, which will in turn influence the features of the disease.
HCC differentiation is determined by the presence of bile-producing cells, Mallory-Denk bodies, bile canaliculi, and a pseudoglandular/trabecular growth pattern. CC differentiation is characterized by mucin-producing biliary epithelium forming true glandular structures and surrounding desmoplastic stroma. 37 cHCC-CC demonstrates independent 38 Transition zones typically stain for CC cytokeratins CK7, CK19, and the hepatocellular marker HepPar-1. The presence of albumin mRNA detected by in situ hybridization is an additional hepatocellular marker seen in the transition zone that may differentiate the tumor from ICC. 30 The cHCC-CC with stem cell features subtype will also characteristically stain positive for CK7, CK10, CD56, c-KIT, NCAM, DLK-1, and EpCAM. 39 However, IHC does not differentiate between HCC with inflammation of the biliary tree vs cHCC-CC. Examination of the biopsy should assess for the presence of desmoplastic stroma rather than the inflammatory cells of ductal reactivity, in order to confirm that the diagnosis is cHCC-CC. 31 Raised alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) is associated with HCC and raised Ca19-9 associated with CC. In patients with a radiological diagnosis of either HCC or CC, a discordant pattern of tumor markers or a pattern of synchronously raised tumor markers should be a warning to consider the diagnosis of cHCC-CC. 2, 38 Patients with cHCC-CC tend to have a more modestly raised AFP than patients with HCC.
imaging
A radiological diagnosis of cHCC-CC can be difficult to make as this tumor presents with heterogeneous imaging characteristics. The presence of overlapping radiological features of HCC and CC mandates a biopsy for definitive diagnosis. The predominant histologic component within the tumor will determine the predominant radiological features.
On ultrasound, the appearances of cHCC-CC are nonspecific. Lesions may be visualized as a round hypoechoic mass with a central hyperechoic focus or a heterogeneous hypoechoic mass. 40 While ultrasound is unlikely to be sufficient to diagnose cHCC-CC, it can be of use to guide biopsy toward appropriate lesions and thus play a role in the evaluation of such patients.
The computed tomography (CT) appearances vary according to the proportion and distribution of HCC and CC components and also according to the subtype of CC. Features suggestive of an HCC on CT imaging include arterial phase diffuse enhancement, portal venous washout, and enhanced pseudocapsule on delayed imaging. On the other hand, features suggestive of a CC on CT imaging are arterial peripheral ring enhancement, progressive fibrous stroma central enhancement, dilation of the biliary tree, and retraction of the capsule. 41 cHCC-CC may show any of these features to a mixed degree.
Multiple studies have examined MRI appearances of cHCC-CC with mixed results. Some report that the tumor more closely resembles HCC, 42 while others suggest that MRI appearances are more similar to ICC or metastases. 43, 44 This likely reflects the heterogeneous nature of the disease and different cohorts studied. Important MRI features that may indicate a diagnosis of cHCC-CC include the presence of washout, washout and progression in the same lesion, intralesional fat, and hemorrhage. 42 On T1w imaging, cHCC-CC appears hypointense, while on T2w imaging, lesions demonstrate an intermediate to high signal intensity with or without a central hypointense focus. 42 The MRI contrast agent gadoxetic acid has both perfusion-selective and hepatocyte-selective features to help distinguish between cHCC-CC and ICC or metastases. The features of cHCC-CC with contrast-enhanced MRI are still diverse due to the heterogeneous histological features; therefore, the use of contrast cannot always differentiate between HCC and cHCC-CC. 45 Table 2 summarizes two proposed classification systems of cHCC-CC based on CT patterns of enhancement. Aoki's type A and Sanada's type 3 pattern are the most suggestive of cHCC-CC on imaging and tumors displaying that these characteristics should undergo further evaluation. 27, 46 More widely adopted is the Liver Imaging-Reporting and Data System (Li-RADS) providing a standardized approach to reporting all liver lesions on the basis of MRI and CT imaging. 47 This system was developed in an attempt to standardize radiological criteria for diagnosing HCC. Lesions are labeled with increasing numbers representing increasing likelihood that a lesion is HCC -from LR-1 at 0% probability to LR-5 at 100% probability. Intrahepatic malignancy that is not HCC is labeled as LR-M. Subsequent analysis supports that this system differentiates between HCC and cHCC-CC. The majority of cHCC-CC cases reviewed against the Li-RADS criteria demonstrated ancillary features favoring non-HCC malignancy, sufficient for them to be recorded as LR-M. 47 In their study, Potretzke et al reviewed 61 cases of biphenotypic primary liver carcinomas using Li-RADS, version 2014, demonstrating that the addition of ancillary features to major features had superior diagnostic accuracy over the sole use of major features. 48 Studies suggest that radiological features can be used to provide prognostic information about cHCC-CC. Tumors, 
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An update on combined hepatocellular cholangiocarcinoma which are radiologically HCC predominant, have a better prognosis from ICC-predominant subtypes. 49 Genetic characterization of cHCC-CC demonstrates a diverse range of mutations, which overlap with mutations seen in HCC and CC. Understanding the genetic signature specific to cHCC-CC could help differentiate between these diagnoses. Genetic profiling could help define subtypes with cHCC-CC and identify therapeutic targets. It could also provide information on etiology, histogenesis, and prognosis. Genetic and epigenetic evaluation of tumors has been carried out in HCC and CC, but only small studies have currently been undertaken in cHCC-CC.
In cHCC-CC, the genetic landscape is similar across both HCC and CC components, proving that this is a distinct tumor type rather than a collision of two separate cancers. Whole-genome analysis of copy number variations comparing the HCC and CC components of the same tumor found a concordant trend between copy number gain or loss in both components. 50 In order to identify potential therapeutic targets, mutations within particular signaling pathways involved in Table 2 Proposed radiological classifications based on enhancement patterns carcinogenesis have been evaluated. This demonstrates cHCC-CC has features in common with both HCC and ICC. Pathways identified in patients with cHCC-CC that may provide therapeutic targets include MAPK, P53, pI3K-AKTmTOR, and the Notch-Hedgehog pathway. 51 While some mutations are common to all primary liver cancers, other mutations are more specific and, if identified, may aid diagnosis. For example, mutations in tumorsuppressor gene TP53 are seen in all tumor types, although it is more prevalent in cHCC-CC (27%-100%) and HCC (26%) in comparison with CC (0%-11%). 50, 51 These are summarized in Table 3 .
Gene profiling by microarray confirms that cHCC-CC displays a combination of the upregulated and downregulated genes seen in HCC and ICC. There are a significant number of differently expressed genes between ICC and HCC, and there is a less marked yet still significant difference between ICC and cHCC-CC supporting that these tumors are distinct entities. 52 The pattern of differentially expressed genes as assessed by microarray could allow for more accurate diagnosis in cases of diagnostic uncertainty. 
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Stavraka et al A targeted gene panel revealed that mutations in genes KRAS, ARID1A, TERT promoter, and TP53 are associated with different clinical phenotypes of cHCC-CC (Table 4) . 53 For example, patients with ARID1A gene mutations were more likely to report a history of alcohol excess. Similar correlations with mutations in ARID1A are seen in HCC and ICC. Studies suggest that ARID1A mutations occur in response to oxidative stress, which may be induced by alcoholic liver disease. Recently, mutations to IDH1/H2 have been identified in HCC tumors. 54 These tumors had a histopathological picture of HCC but clinical and genetic features of CC and HCC. This generated the hypothesis that IDH1/H2 mutations could shift primary liver tumors toward a biliary phenotype.
Patients with mutations in the TERT (telomerase reverse transcriptase) promoter gene were more likely to have a history of underlying hepatitis B. TERT promoter mutations are also commonly seen as an early mutation in patients with HCC on a background of chronic hepatitis. 53 Specific mutations in TP53 are associated with a shorter prognosis in patients with HCC. The same mutations have been identified in patients with cHCC-CC. The data do not currently confirm whether these mutations are prognostic markers in cHCC-CC also. 51 Recognition of these mutations may give clues on the etiology of the tumor. However, confounding factors and causal links have not been established from current cHCC-CC studies. Although our knowledge of the genetics of cHCC-CC is increasing, much of the data are from small case series, bringing into question their reliability and how easily they can be generalized to different populations. Conflicting results on which mutations are diagnostic of cHCC-CC need to be clarified. Further studies to evaluate the significance of genetic and signaling pathway mutations may lead to a better understanding of pathogenesis and potential therapeutic targets.
Molecular biology
The molecular profile of cHCC-CCs remains incompletely characterized. Woo et al performed gene expression profiling on HCC, CC, and cHCC-CC human samples identifying a subtype of HCC with CC traits, which was associated with worse survival outcomes and suggesting a phenotypical overlap between HCC, CC, and cHCC-CC. 55 Coulouarn et al profiled 20 tissue samples of histologically confirmed cHCC-CC showing that it has stem cell progenitor features and is characterized by a downregulation of an HNF4-driven hepatocyte differentiation program and a commitment to the biliary lineage. Activation of TGFβ and Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathways was also observed. 56 TGFβ pathway is known to be involved in biliary differentiation and in epithelialmesenchymal transition, whereas Wnt/β-catenin pathway plays a key role in regulating the fate of hepatoblasts toward a biliary ductal morphogenesis. 57, 58 Furthermore, integrative genomic analysis in the same study demonstrated that cHCC-CC shares common characteristics with a subset of HCC with stem cell traits. 56 However, genome-wide allelotyping of classical cHCC-CC, by Cazals-Hatem et al, showed that these tumors exhibit high level of chromosomal instability and are genetically closer to CC than to HCC.
14 A more recent comprehensive molecular characterization of cHCC-CCs was performed on 18 human tissue samples suggesting that they represent a heterogeneous group of tumors, which can be categorized into two main subclasses: 1) the classical subclass, which shares components of both HCC and CC arising from a common clonal origin, and 2) the stem cell subclass, which is associated with a progenitor-like phenotype and a more aggressive behavior. The latter is characterized by upregulation of proliferative signaling pathways (MYC, mTORC, and NOTCH). Interestingly, in this study, the CLC carcinoma was found to be a distinct entity with a biliary molecular profile and no HCC traits. It is characterized by chromosomal stability and active TGFβ signaling. 34 
Therapeutic interventions Surgery
Surgical resection is the only curative option for patients with cHCC-CC. The feasibility of surgery is dictated by several 
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An update on combined hepatocellular cholangiocarcinoma factors including patient's overall physical condition, the extent of the tumor, and anatomical characteristics. The aim is to completely excise the lesion with clear margins and the least possible impact on the liver function, as significant liver impairment is associated with poor survival outcomes. 25 cHCC-CCs demonstrate characteristics of both tumors, showing hepatic and portal venous infiltration similar to HCC and also metastasizing to the lymph nodes on a similar pattern to CC. Therefore, major hepatic resection with hilar node dissection remains the recommended treatment in noncirrhotic patients with no distant metastases. 59 In cases of liver cirrhosis, limited resection may be considered to maintain adequate residual liver function. 25 The additional benefit of lymphadenectomy in the overall survival (OS) remains a controversial issue. [60] [61] [62] Despite the risks and the complexity of major liver resection, fit patients with noncirrhotic liver have been found to tolerate it well. 63 A recent study suggested that in patients with similar tumor characteristics, age should not be considered a limiting factor for aggressive liver surgery as both investigated age groups had similar survival outcomes. 64 However, it should be taken into account that an age cut-off of 60 years was used for patient stratification in this study with the elderly patients having a mean age of 67.5 years and the younger 47 years. In patients with multiple comorbidities or liver cirrhosis, aggressive liver surgery could be detrimental; therefore, careful selection of the optimal surgical candidates is of paramount importance. The Child-Turgotte-Pugh and the Model for End-Stage Liver Disease scores have been used as predictors of postoperative mortality post liver resection. The latter is calculated from serum bilirubin, creatinine, and the international normalized ratio and has been preferable due to its more objective variables. 65, 66 Despite the curative aim of liver resection, cHCC-CC shows an aggressive behavior with high recurrence rates and an average 5-year survival rate of 30%. 16, 17, 30 The majority of studies so far have demonstrated worse postsurgical survival outcomes for patients with cHCC-CC compared to those with HCC but better than CC; 3, 11, 16, 17 however, in some cases, surgical outcomes were even worse than those for CC. 12, 15 This behavior could be underpinned by the distinct biological features of cHCC-CC, which need to be further elucidated.
Liver transplantation
The role of LT as a potential treatment option for cHCC-CC has been investigated in a number of studies limited by their retrospective nature, their small patient numbers, and also by the fact that, in the majority of cases, final diagnosis of cHCC-CC was only established postoperatively. Groeschl et al performed a retrospective analysis of the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database identifying 1,147 patients with HCC and 19 with cHCC-CC and compared survival outcomes after LT. They observed that patients with cHCC-CC had inferior 5-year OS rates compared to those with HCC (48% vs 78%, P=0.01). 67 Similarly, Garancini et al interrogated the SEER database identifying 465 patients with cHCC-CC who had undergone minor or major hepatectomy, or LT. Survival outcomes post LT were again less favorable than for patients with HCC (41.1% vs 67%, P<0.001). LT did not offer a survival benefit compared to major hepatectomy (MJH) and minor hepatectomy (MNH) in the multivariate analysis (HR: 0.28, 0.25, 0.29, respectively); therefore, they questioned the efficacy of LT and supported MJH as the optimal treatment approach for cHCC-CC. 18 The inferiority of LT in cHCC-CC patients was further supported by Vilchez et al, in their analysis of the united network for organ sharing (UNOS) database. They found a 5-year OS of 40% in cHCC-CC patients compared to 62% in HCC patients (P=0.002). 68 Park et al, in their retrospective analysis of 15 patients who underwent LT with a pretransplant diagnosis of HCC, reported that cHCC-CC was associated with high relapse rates within the first year. 69 Several smaller case studies have also been published with none conferring a clear benefit of LT to hepatic resection in this patient population. 19, [70] [71] [72] [73] Magistri et al performed a systematic review of the literature to address the same question, concluding that LT should not be considered for the management of cHCC-CC. 74 Considering all published evidence to date, major hepatic resection remains the best treatment option for resectable cHCC-CC. The role of LT in this tumor type is yet to be defined with more studies and better patient selection.
Nonsurgical treatment options
In cases of inoperable or recurrent cHCC-CCs, there are nonsurgical treatment options, which include transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), radioembolization, hepatic arterial infusional chemotherapy, ablative therapies, and systemic chemotherapy. 25 Limited data exist on the efficacy and benefits of liverdirected therapies. A small retrospective study evaluated survival outcomes in 18 patients with inoperable cHCC-CC who received liver-directed therapy (TACE, radioembolization, or hepatic arterial infusional chemotherapy) from a total cohort of 79 patients. 75 Those receiving liver-directed treatment had larger tumors than those undergoing surgical treatment (mean tumor size 8.9 vs 5.8 cm), more frequent satellite lesions (83% vs 32%), and higher incidence of 
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Stavraka et al lymph node metastases (33% vs 8%). Liver-directed therapy resulted in an overall partial response rate of 47% (50% with radioembolization, 20% with TACE, and 66% with hepatic arterial infusional chemotherapy) with median progression-free survival and OS of 8.3 and 16.0 months, respectively. Despite being limited by its retrospective nature and the small number of patients, this study demonstrates that liver-directed treatments could offer a survival benefit and potentially downstage patients for surgical treatment. 75 However, more research is needed to further support the validity of these outcomes.
TACE has been the mainstay for palliative management of HCC, and its efficacy is highly dependent on tumor vascularity due to the intravascular delivery of the embolic and chemotherapeutic agents. However, due to the histological heterogeneity of cHCC-CCs 76 and the fact that they are usually more fibrotic and less vascular than HCCs, the benefit of TACE is debatable. The efficacy of TACE on primary nonresectable and recurrent cHCC-CCs was investigated in two small retrospective studies, concluding that response and consequently prognosis are highly related to tumor vascularity. Survival outcomes were poorer than those seen for patients with HCC.
26,77
Systemic chemotherapy
A standard treatment has not yet been established for advanced nonresectable cHCC-CCs, and the role of systemic chemotherapy remains unclear and associated with unfavorable outcomes. 75, 78, 79 Due to the rarity of this tumor, current evidence is limited and relies on case reports and small retrospective studies, while treatment decisions are extrapolated from HCC and CC. 80, 81 A recent multicenter retrospective analysis involving 36 patients evaluated several first-line treatments including gemcitabine/cisplatin, fluorouracil/cisplatin, and sorafenib and showed poorer OS upon treatment with sorafenib monotherapy than for treatment with platinum-containing regimens (HR: 15.83 [95% CI 2.25-111.43], P=0.006). In this study, patients had an OS of 8.9 months across all treatments. 78 In their retrospective analysis of seven patients, Rogers et al showed similar survival outcomes (median OS: 8.3 months) and supported the lack of efficacy of sorafenib in this tumor type. Disease control was achieved in three patients who received gemcitabine plus platinum with or without bevacizumab as first or second line of treatment. 79 It is of interest that cHCC-CCs do not seem to respond to systemic treatments that are effective in the two separate malignancies, which underlines the discrete entity of these tumors. Platinum-containing regimens such as gemcitabine and cisplatin seem to be more promising among other available treatments; however, prospective trials are needed to identify a standard of care for unresectable cHCC-CCs.
Future perspectives
The failure of standard surgical and systemic treatments to tackle these phenotypically heterogeneous tumors requires new approaches for their optimal management. With the advent of omics and their integration in translational research, dissecting the mutational landscape of cHCC-CCs in view of developing molecularly targeted treatments should be a tangible goal. A great step toward this goal has been the successful development of primary liver cancer-derived organoids, which retain the histological characteristics and the genomic landscape of the original tumor. 82 These can be utilized not only for the identification of novel biomarkers but also for the screening of potential molecular targeted treatments. Of note is the identification of ERK inhibition as a potential target in a subset of HCC and CC patients. The use of organoids could revolutionize the biomarker discovery and drug testing for cHCC-CCs leading to novel treatments in the near future.
Furthermore, promising data stemming from ongoing clinical trials on HCC investigating several combinations of immunotherapy agents and the combination of immunotherapy with liver ablation indicate that this could be a potential therapeutic avenue to be explored also for cHCC-CCs. 83, 84 Conclusion cHCC-CC is a rare, aggressive primary liver malignancy with poorer prognosis than HCC and CC. An accurate preoperative diagnosis is of key importance for its optimal management. However, this aspect remains a significant challenge due to the heterogeneity of its clinical and demographic features, indistinct imaging characteristics as well as the inconsistent application of histopathological criteria. The combination of imaging along with serum levels of tumor markers raise the suspicion of cHCC-CC, but tumor biopsies are required for a definite diagnosis. The final diagnosis of cHCC-CC is based on immunohistopathology and can be facilitated by genetic analyses. There is ongoing progress in the identification of the mutational landscape of cHCC-CC, which can further characterize these tumors and result in the development of new targeted treatment. Continued research is required to define the roles of both advanced imaging and molecular analysis in the diagnostic and therapeutic algorithms of cHCC-CC. Major hepatectomy and hilar lymph node resection remain the standard 
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An update on combined hepatocellular cholangiocarcinoma of care in operable disease. LT has not been found to be of benefit in cHCC-CC; however, more clinical data are required to obtain a conclusive outcome. Similarly, the role of liver-directed therapies and systemic treatment remains limited and needs to be further investigated in the context of prospective clinical trials.
